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Which option is the first mark-up tag in every HTML document?

Select one:

HTML

What allows web users to choose their paths of traversal across information on the 
web?

Select onE

Hyperlinks

Which option is not typically part of a URL?

Extension

Which logical tag has similar formatting to the bold tag <b>?

<strong>

For the HTML snippet shown below, which words will be rendered in bold text?

She sells seashells

Which tag is only placed within the HEAD section of an HTML document?

Title

In HTML, which pair of tags are used to create a paragraph?

<p> . . . </p>

Which protocol suite does the Internet use?

TCP/IP
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Which tag is used to indicate that the text to be presented is a programming code?

Select one:

<code>

What do you add to your HTML document to take the reader to a particular section?

Select one:

Links

Breaks

ID attribute

Which tag is used to insert a line break?

<br>

Which tag creates an Unordered List?

UL

What does this tag do <INPUT TYPE=SUBMIT>?

Process output

Which tag pair would you use to collect input from the user?

<KBD> . . . </KBD>

Which option allow the user to make a single selection from a group of choices?
Radio button fields
.

Which option is typically NOT part of an HTML form?

Radio
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Which tag creates a Definition List?

DL

Which tag creates an Ordered List?

OL
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